
The Summer Travel Rebound is Here: How
Airbnb Is Making Travel Easier

NEWS RELEASE BY YOURUPDATETV

As pandemic restrictions gradually lift, travel is looking different. A recent report by Airbnb

indicates this travel rebound is not a temporary reaction to these many months of restrictions and

isolation. Recently, Communications Leads for North America at Airbnb, Liz DeBold Fusco, teamed

with YourUpdateTV on a satellite media tour to discuss major shifts in how people are traveling

and how Airbnb is meeting travelers’ new needs.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/aR4n93mrwzk

Airbnb announced 100+ upgrades across their entire service to meet a new era in travel.

New ways for guests to search on the platform, easy 10-step process to become a Host,

and better customer support for Hosts and guests
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“We believe this will be the biggest travel rebound in a century,” said Brian Chesky, Co-Founder

and CEO of Airbnb.

According to Airbnb’s recent Report on Travel & Living, the lines between traveling, living and

working are blurring in three key ways: first, people are more flexible over when they can travel,

especially as remote working upends traditional seasonality. Second, they are traveling to much

more diverse destinations, including small towns and rural areas. And third, they are staying longer

in places, if they can work anywhere.

Airbnb has introduced more than 100 upgrades across every aspect of their service to meet the

coming demand and the fundamental shift in travel. It is one of the biggest top-to-bottom

upgrades of the Airbnb service in years. Users will have a better guest experience built around

Flexibility. The new Flexible Matching feature will show guests listings that lie outside a specified

search, so that they don’t miss out on homes just outside their price range or missing an amenity.

These new product upgrades also cater to Hosts. Airbnb is launching a brand new, simplified

onboarding process where users can become hosts in just 10 easy steps. Aspiring hosts can even

sign up for an “Intro to Hosting” online class or directly message an experienced Host with

onboarding questions. Airbnb also redesigned the Welcome to Hosting page for new Hosts to

make it easier for new and existing Hosts to manage their listings.

If you are looking to share your space this summer and want to learn how to become an Airbnb

host yourself, check out Airbnb.com/host

About Liz DeBold Fusco:

Liz DeBold Fusco is a Communications Leads for North America for Airbnb. Prior to that, she was a
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